Cardiovascular Events Recurrence and Coronary Artery Disease in HIV Patients: The Price We Have to Pay for the Chronicization of the Disease.
The introduction of combination of antiretroviral therapy and advancement in care of HIV have dramatically changed the natural history of patients living with HIV. Today, HIV+ patients have a life expectancy not significantly different from HIV uninfected people. However, concerns remain about all the comorbidities associated with aging and the effects of chronic therapies in such high-risk patients. HIV+ subjects exhibited accelerated atherosclerosis and have a 1.5- to 2-fold increased risk of having coronary artery disease (CAD), usually presenting early and aggressively with acute coronary events. Furthermore, HIV+ patients with CAD often complain recurrent acute coronary events, and they are plagued by major adverse cardiac outcomes. This review will focus on the current understanding of the CAD phenotype in HIV+ patients highlighting the topic of acute coronary event recurrence and underscoring the role of percutaneous management strategies in the light of information derived from invasive coronary imaging.